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ABSTRACT 

 
In the mathematical literature several transformation graphs have been 

considered and constructed. Let G denote the set of simple undirected graphs. Various 

important results in graph theory have been obtained by considering some functions 

F : G → G  or Fs : G1× …× Gs → G  called transformations or operations (here each     

Gi = G ) and by establishing how these operations affect certain properties or 

parameters of graphs. The same concept of transformation has been applied to 

dominating sets and defined a variety of dominating transformation(d-

transformation) graphs. In this paper we compute the first Zagreb index, coindex and 

forgotten index of certain d-transformation graphs. 
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1.  INTRODUCTION  

 

The graphs in this paper are simple and undirected. The terminology not defined here 

can be found in14.  Let ),(= EVG  be such a graph. The number of vertices of G  we denote 

by n  and the number of edges we denote by ,m  thus nGV |=)(|  and mGE |=)(| . By the 

open neighborhood of a vertex v  of G  we mean the set )}(:)({=)( GEuvGVuvNG ∈∈ . 

The degree of a vertex ,v  denoted by ),(vdG  is the cardinality of its open neighborhood. Let 

S  be a finite set and let },...,,{= 21 nSSSF  be a partition of .S  Then the intersection graph 
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)(FΩ  of F  is the graph whose vertices are the subsets in F  and in which two vertices iS  

and jS  are adjacent if and only if .φ≠∩ ji SS  

  A graph invariant is any function on a graph that does not depend on a labeling of its 

vertices. Such quantities are also called topological indices. Hundreds of different invariants 
have been employed to date (with unequal success)in QSAR/QSPR studies. Among more 

useful of them appear two that are known under various names, but mostly as Zagreb indices. 

Due to their chemical relevance they have been subject to numerous papers in chemical 
literature11,30. There are two invariants called the first Zagreb index and second Zagreb index11 

defined as respectively. 

 ),()(=)()(=)(
)(

2

2

)(

1 vdudGMandudGM GG
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In fact, one can rewrite the first Zagreb index as  
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In view of above equations the first and second Zagreb coindices were recently introduced and 
defined as respectively1.  
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Also, another topological index namely forgotten index is7 defined as the sum of cubes 

of vertex degrees and is given by  
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In fact, one can rewrite the forgotten index as  

 ].)()([=)( 22

)(

vdudGF GG

GEuv

+∑
∈

 

Readers interested in more information on computing topological indices of graph operations 
can be referred to1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 8, 9, 12, 17, 18, 20, 21, 22, 23, 29, 31. 

 

2.  KRAGUJEVAC TREES 
 

A connected acyclic graph is called a tree. A rooted tree is a tree in which one 
particular vertex is distinguished; this vertex is referred to as the root. The vertex of degree 

one is a pendant vertex. The vertex adjacent to pendant vertex is called support vertex. The 

formal definition of a Kragujevac tree was introduced in10. 

Definition 1.[10]  Let 3P  be the 3-vertex tree,rooted at one of its terminal vertices.For 

2,3,...=k , construct the rooted tree kB  by identifying the roots of k copies of 3P . The vertex 

obtained by identifying the roots 3P -trees is the root of kB . 
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  Examples illustrating the structure of the rooted tree kB  depicted in Figure 1. 

 
Figure 1. 

 

Definition 2.[10] Let 2≥d  be an integer. Let dββββ ...,, 321  be rooted trees specified in 

Definition 1, i.e., ,...},{...,,, 32321 BBd ∈ββββ . A Kragujevac tree T is a tree possessing a 

vertex of degree d, adjacent to the roots of dββββ ...,,, 321 . This vertex is said to be the central 

vertex of T, where d is the degree of T. The subgraphs dββββ ...,,, 321  are the branches of T. 

Recall that some (or all) branches of T may be mutually isomorphic. 
A typical Kragujevac tree of degree d=5 is depicted in Figure 2. 

 
Figure 2 

 

   Clearly, the branch kB  has 2k+1 vertices. Therefore, the vertex set and the edge set 

of the Kragujevac tree T are:  

 1)(2=)(1)(21=)(
1=1=

+++ ∑∑ i

d

i

i

d

i

kTEandkTV  

 

We denote the vertices of Kragujevac trees as follows: 
   

•  pendant vertices by ix  

•  support vertices by iw  

•  vertices belongs to the set 
k

iii xwN 1=}{)( −  by iv  
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•  the central vertex by u  

Recent information on Kragujevac trees can be found in5,10,19. 

3.  d-TRANSFORMATION GRAPHS 

 
The theory of domination has emerged as one of the most studied area in graph theory 

and its allied branch in mathematics. The wide variety of domination parameters have been 

defined and studied their applications in various fields15. A subset )(GVD ⊆  is a dominating 

set of G  if every vertex of DGV \)(  has a neighbor in D. The domination number of a graph 

G , denoted by )(Gγ , is the minimum cardinality of a dominating set of .G  The dominating 

set D  is called a minimal dominating set if no proper subset of D  is a dominating set. For a 

comprehensive survey of domination in graphs, see16. 

In the mathematical literature several transformation graphs have been considered and 

constructed. Let G denote the set of simple undirected graphs. Various important results in 

graph theory have been obtained by considering some functions F : G → G  or Fs : G1× …× Gs 

→ G  called transformations or operations (here each Gi = G) and by establishing how these 

operations affect certain properties or parameters of graphs. The complement, the k-th power 
of graph, line graph and the total graph are well known examples of such transformations or 

operations. The same concept of transformation has been applied to dominating sets and 

defined a variety of dominating transformation(d-transformation) graphs by Prof. V.R.Kulli 
and his students24, 25, 26, 27, 28. In what follows we define the best known representatives of such 

graphs. 

The minimal dominating graph MD(G) of a graph G  is the intersection graph defined 

on the family of all minimal dominating sets of vertices in G 24. 

The common minimal dominating graph CD(G) of a graph G  is the graph having 

same vertex set as G  with two vertices are adjacent if and only if there exist a minimal 

dominating set in G  containing them25. 

The vertex minimal dominating graph )(GDM v  of a graph ),(= EVG  is a graph 

with SVVGDMV v ∪′ ==))(( , where S  is the collection of all minimal dominating sets 

of G  with two vertices Vvu ′∈,  are adjacent if and only if they are adjacent in G  or Dv =  

is a minimal dominating set of G  containing u 26. 

The dominating graph D(G) of a graph ),(= EVG  is a graph with 

,=))(( SVGDV ∪  where S  is the set of all minimal dominating set of G  and with two 

vertices ))((, GDVvu ∈  are adjacent if Vu∈  and Dv =  is a minimal dominating set of G  

containing u 27. 

  In Figure 3, a graph G  and its d-transformation graphs are shown. 
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In this paper, expressions for the first Zagreb index , first Zagreb coindex and forgotten index 
are obtained for Kragujevac tree T of these graphs.  
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4.  Computing first Zagreb index and first Zagreb coindex for MD(T), CD(T), MvD(T)
  

     
and D(T) of Kragujevac tree T. 

 

We begin with the following straightforward, previously known auxiliary result.  

Lemma 1 [1] Let G  be any nontrivial graph of order n and size m. Then  

 1).(2=)()( 11 −+ nmGMGM  
 

Lemma 2 The dominating sets of the Kragujevac tree T  are:  
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Theorem 3 The first Zagreb index of the minimal dominating graph of Kragujevac tree T  is 

16.=))((1 TMDM  

 

Proof. Let T  be any Kragujevac tree T  of degree 2.≥d  Then by Lemma 2, there exist four 

minimal dominating sets namely .,, 4321 DandDDD  Hence by the definition of )(GMD , 

the vertex set of the minimal dominating graph of Kragujevac tree T  is 4,i.e., 4=))(( TMDV  

and observe that each vertex of )(TMD  is intersect with exactly two vertices. Therefore, 

2.=)()( iTMD vd Now by employing definition of first Zagreb index we get 16.=))((1 TMDM  

Before going to prove our next result we need the following lemma.  
Lemma 4 The degree of each vertex in the common minimal dominating graph of Kragujevac 

tree T is:   

    1.  kud TCD 2=)()(  

    2.  )(=)()( dkwd iTCD +  

    3.  )(=)()( dkxd iTCD +  

    4.  1).(2=)()( −+ dkvd iTCD  

Theorem 5 The first Zagreb index of the common minimal dominating graph of Kragujevac 
tree T is  
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 1].2[]2243[2=))((
222

1 +−+−+++ ddddkkddkkTCDM
 

Proof. By the definition of )(GCD  it is clear that ).(=))(( TVTCDV  By using the definition 

of first Zagreb index and Lemma 4, we have  
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By the definition of vertex minimal dominating graph SVTDMVGDM vv ∪=))((),( , 

where }.,,,{= 4321 DDDDS  Hence the following lemma gives the information about the 

degree of each vertex of )(TDM v  of Kragujevac tree .T  

 

Lemma 6 The degree of each vertex in the vertex minimal dominating graph of Kragujevac 

tree T  is:  

    1.  2)(=)()( +dud TD
v

M  

    2.  4=)()( iTD
v

M wd  

    3.  3=)()( iTD
v

M xd  

    4.  2)(=)()( +iTiTD
v

M vdvd  

    5.  )(1=)( 1)( kDd TD
v

M +  

    6.  )(1=)( 2)( kDd TD
v

M +  

    7.  )(=)( 3)( dkDd TD
v

M +  

    8.  ).(=)( 4)( dkDd TD
v

M +  

 

Theorem 7  The first Zagreb index of the vertex minimal dominating graph of Kragujevac       

tree T  is  

 6.8])(4)([42934=))(( 222

1 +++++++ iTiTv vdvddkdkdkTDMM  

Proof. By the definition of ,=))((),( SVTDMVGDM vv ∪  where },,,{= 4321 DDDDS . 

By using the definition of first Zagreb index and Lemma 6, we have,  
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By the definition of dominating graph SVTDVTD ∪=))((),( ,  

where }.,,,{= 4321 DDDDS  Hence the following lemma gives the information about the 

degree of each vertex of )(TD  of Kragujevac tree .T  
 

Lemma 8 The degree of each vertex in the dominating graph of Kragujevac tree T  is   

    1.  2=)()( ud TD  

    2.  2=)()( iTD wd  

    3.  2=)()( iTD xd  

    4.  2=)()( iTD vd  

    5.  )(1=)( 1)( kDd TD +  

    6.  )(1=)( 2)( kDd TD +  

    7.  )(=)( 3)( dkDd TD +  

    8.  ).(=)( 4)( dkDd TD +  

 

Theorem 9 The first Zagreb index of the dominating graph of Kragujevac tree T  is  

 6.43)(424=))((
22

1 +++++ ddkdkTDM  

Proof. By the definition of ,=))((),( SVTDVGD ∪  where },,,{= 4321 DDDDS . By using 

the definition of first Zagreb index and Lemma 8, we have,  
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Applying Lemma 1, from the results of Theorems 3, 5, 7 and 9 we can deduce 

expressions for the first Zagreb coindex of the minimal dominating graph,common minimal 

dominating graph, vertex minimal dominating graph and dominating graphs of Kragujevac 
tree T. These are collected in the following.  
 

Corollary 10 Let T be a Kragujevac tree of order n and size m. Then  
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5.  Computing forgotten index for MD(T) ,CD(T), MvD (T)
 
and D(T) of Kragujevac tree T. 

 

Using the definition of Forgotten index and Lemma 2,4,6 and 8 we can deduce the expression for 

the Forgotten index of )(TMD , )(TCD , )(TDM v  and )(TD  of Kragujevac tree T . 

Theorem 11 The forgotten index of the minimal dominating graph of Kragujevac tree T  is 

32.=))(( TMDF  

Proof. Let T  be any Kragujevac tree T  of degree 2.≥d  Then by Lemma 2, there exist four 

minimal dominating sets namely .,, 4321 DandDDD  Hence by the definition of )(GMD , 

the vertex set of the minimal dominating graph of Kragujevac tree T  is 4, i.e., 4=))(( TMDV  

and observe that each vertex of )(TMD  is intersect with exactly two vertices. Therefore, 

2.=)()( iTMD vd  Now by employing definition of forgotten index we get 32.=))(( TMDF  

By the definition of common minimal dominating graph )(GCD  and Lemma 4, we 

can deduce forgotten index for )(TCD  for Kragujevac tree in the following theorem.  

Theorem 12 The forgotten index of the common minimal dominating graph of Kragujevac 

tree T  is  
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1].[31]22[363]8[4]7[2=))((
33 −++−−+−++++ dddkkdkdkdddkkTCDF

 
Proof. By the definition of )(GCD  it is clear that ).(=))(( TVTCDV  By using the definition 

of Forgotten index and Lemma 4, we have  
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By the definition of vertex minimal dominating graph SVTDMVGDM vv ∪=))((),( , where 

}.,,,{= 4321 DDDDS  By using the definition of forgotten index and Lemma 6 we deduce 

forgotten index for ))(TDM v  of Kragujevac tree T  in next theorem.  

Theorem 13 The forgotten index of the vertex minimal dominating graph of Kragujevac tree 

T  is  

10.972]2[33]3[2220])(12)(6)([=))((
2223 +++++++++++ kkdddkkvdvddvddTDMF iTiTiTv

 

Proof. By the definition of forgotten index and Lemma 6, we have  
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In the following theorem we deduce the forgotten index of dominating graph )(TD  

of  Kragujevac tree T by using Lemma 8 and definition of forgotten index.  

Theorem 14 The forgotten index of the dominating graph of Kragujevac tree T  is  

 10.4][211]333[22=))((
222 +++++++ ddkkddkkTDF  

Proof. By the definition of forgotten index and Lemma 8, we have  
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